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(Pages 89 through 103) 
Now comes our Primary Purpose! 

 
 We have ended our debate as to whether or not there really is a God, as 
we understand Him, through Steps One, Two and Three. 
 
 We put an end to the debates and confusion that goes on in our heads 
through Steps Four, Five, Six and Seven. 
 
 We have put an end to the disputes and disharmony with those about us 
through Steps Eight and Nine. 
 
 We learned how to clear our minds of resentments, fear, selfishness, 
dishonesty, etc., through Step Ten. 
 
 We learned how to talk to God (prayer) and try to listen to God 
(meditation) through Step Eleven. 
 
 We are ready to go to work.  Having done our work as directed, we have 
been blessed with a spiritual awakening/experience.  We have had a 
personality change sufficient to recover from alcoholism.  Now we go to 
work with our Program. 
 
 If we truly appreciate what God has done for us, we will show him our 
gratitude by the way we begin to repay our debt to Him and all those who 
have made it possible for us to live a life filled with peace of mind and a real 
purpose.  Chapters Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten and Eleven give us the 
information we need to begin to learn how to do that.   
 
 Our first responsibility is to the alcoholic who is still suffering from 
alcoholism -- the newcomer.  Chapter Seven gives us clear-cut directions on 
where to find the sick ones, how to qualify them, how to help the serious 
drinkers understand what alcoholism is and determine if they, in fact, might 
be an alcoholic.  We are then given directions on how to  
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“sponsor” them into sobriety.  Those of us who are willing to apply the 
experience and knowledge revealed in this Chapter will be blessed with 
many friends and realize the true joy of living.  It is an experience we must 
not miss.  If we do, we will very likely return to drinking and may never 
have another chance at sobriety.   
 
 Notice a rather significant change in the wording of this Chapter.  
Through the first Six Chapters, the word “we” is used extensively.  He now 
begins using the word “you.”  He points his finger at each of us to make it 
clear as to whose responsibility it is to try to “Carry this message to other 
alcoholics!”  It is the responsibility of each of us to protect our sobriety by 
searching out the still-suffering alcoholic and go to them with an attitude of 
love and service. 
   
 It is easier to stay sober than it is to sober up!  Working with others is 
our insurance against returning to drink. 
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(Page 89) 
(P)   1. What does practical experience show us? 
Comment:  Why did we come to Alcoholics Anonymous in the first place? 
 
   2. If all else fails, do what? 
    3-a. Carry what? 
    3-b. To whom? 
   5. Who else is able to help the suffering alcoholic? 
   6. Why are you able to do this? 
   7. Why is it so important from their viewpoint? 
 
(P)   8. What will happen to your life? 
  
   9. What happens as the result of us doing what we must do to   
        assure our sobriety? 
 
 10. Are you willing to take a risk on missing what this is really all  
  about? 
 
 11. What is the bright spot of our lives? 
 
(P) 12. It is hard to believe, but it may be that some of us are not what? 
 
 13. Where do the First 100 suggest you start? 
Comment:  Can you think of other possibilities? 
 
 14. Why would you think they might be glad to help you with your  
        search? 
 
 15. Better not do what? 
 
 16. What two reasons are given?  (2 sentences) 
  17-a. Who can we learn something from? 
  17-b. What can you do that they can’t? 
 19. So we do what? 
 
 20. What is our real purpose? 
Comment:  Remember our real purpose stated on page 77? 
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(Page 90) 
Comment:  We are going to learn how to qualify a serious drinker for a 12th      

      Step call. 
 
(P)   1. When you learn of a prospect, do what first? 
 
   2. When do we not bother to talk to him? 
 
   3. Why? 
 
   4. Who else should know this? 
 
   5. What position should the family take? 
 
(P)   6. If they indicate they have a desire to stop drinking, what is a good 
  first thing to do? 
 
   7. Why would we want to do this? 
 
   8. How can this help you? 
 
(P)   9. Sometimes it is a good idea to do what? 
 
 10. Who is going to resist this idea? 
 
  11-a. Don’t do what? 
  11-b. Unless what? 
 
 13. When is a good time to ask a prospect a very important question? 
 
 14. What question should the serious drinker be asked? 
 
 15. If the prospect says “yes” to the question, what should the family 
  do then? 
 
  16-a. How should you be described to the prospect? 
  16-b. What condition should be met by the prospect? 
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(Page 90 - continued) 
 
(P) 18. Should we go talk to the prospect whether or not they want to see 
  us? 
 
 19. How should the family react if the drinker says, “no?” 
 
 20. What should they wait for? 
 
 21. What could we do in the meantime, if it seems appropriate? 
  (2 sentences) 
 
 22. What must the family decide? 
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(Page 91) 
    1-a. Encourage the family to what? 
    1-b. Why? 
 
(P)   3. What else should the family not try to do? 
 
   4. When possible, how should we not meet the drinker? 
 
   5. What is a better introduction? 
 
   6. Do we oppose medical treatment for the drinker? 
 
   7. Who can best introduce the prospect to your possible solution? 
 
(P)   8. When might you see him? 
 
   9. Who do we not want present at our first meeting?  
 
 10. Why is this a good idea? 
 
 11. It will let him what? 
 
 12. When do you really want to have your first talk with a serious  
  drinker? 
 
 13. Why? 
Comment:  When is an alcoholic’s suffering the greatest and he is most 
willing to do anything to not have to go through this misery again? 
 
(P) 14. How do we want to first meet the prospect? 
 
 15. How do we begin? 
 
 16. Then start talking about what? 
 
  17-a. What do we tell him? 
  17-b. What are we hoping for? 
 
 19. If he starts talking, what do we do? 


